
All electives last ONE semester unless otherwise noted

ART FUNDAMENTALS 1 & 2 (9-12)
These courses serve as the foundation for later, more advanced study. The course content includes
introduction to the foundation skills of art, including drawing, painting, print-making, design elements,
clay and 3-D work. Proper techniques and execution of final products will be emphasized. Drawing and
paint making will cover line, value and texture. Painting encompasses an understanding of correct color
mixing, value and intensity changes. Clay encompasses simple vessel construction and sculpture
techniques. 3-D art will cover armature and wire construction.

CERAMICS  (9-12)
The course provides opportunities for advance work with the medium clay. The assignments focus
further development in hand building process and throwing skills on the potter’s wheel. Additional
assignments may include additive or reductive sculptures. Students will work with surface treatments
including glazes, paint, colored slips and textures. Ceramic history and appreciation are included in the
course.

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY (10-12) Prerequisite: Art Fundamentals 1.
In cases of over enrollment, selection of students may be based on staff recommendations. Students
need to have a digital camera (Compact Digital Cameras or (DSLR) 35mm Digital cameras and a
Memory Card for your camera This course will help the students become well rounded in the
fundamentals of digital photography. Students will develop their technical skills in the use of their
camera along with studying the Elements & Principles of Design and how they are employed in their
photography in developing strong visual compositions.

2-DIMENSIONAL ART (10-12) Prerequisite: Art Fundamentals 1.
This is for the advanced student who is strong in 2-D work and would like to concentrate on becoming a
more accomplished artist. The content of the 2-D course will include concentrations in drawing,
printmaking, painting, design, air brush, and mixed media. The student will experiment with all
mediums appropriate for 2-D work, such as different types of pencil, pastels, inks, graphite’s,
watercolors, temperas, oils, and acrylics. The use of computer graphics may also be included. Proper
techniques and execution of final products will be taken to the next level beyond those taught in Art
Fundamentals.

3-DIMENSIONAL ART (10-12) Prerequisite: Art Fundamentals 1.
This is for the advanced student who is strong in 3-D work and would like to concentrate on becoming a
more accomplished artist. The content of the 3-D course will include concentrations in clay, plaster,
stone, wire, 3-D design and jewelry. The student will experiment with all mediums appropriate for 3-D
work and learn the proper use of tools associated with 3-D art. Proper techniques and execution of
final products will be taken to the next level beyond those taught in Art Fundamentals.
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ADVANCED ART – 2 DIMENSIONAL (11-12)
Prerequisite: Art Fundamentals and 2-D Art. Student must have obtained a C or better in 2D Art
This is an advanced level course for the student who wishes to pursue a higher degree of quality and
craftsmanship in their work. The first nine weeks will involve intense studies in 2-D mediums of clay,
plaster, and stone. During the second nine weeks, the instructor and individual students will develop an
individual project. This course will encourage self-discipline, discovery through research, and
investigation of various art mediums as well as provide insight into the responsibilities inherent in art
careers. It will also emphasize greater quality, quantity and craftsmanship in works of art on an
advanced level

ADVANCED ART – 3 DIMENSIONAL (11-12)
Prerequisite:  Art Fundamentals and 3-D Art. Student must have obtained a C or better in 3D Art
This is an advanced level course for the student who wishes to pursue a higher degree of quality and
craftsmanship in their work. The first nine weeks will involve intense studies in 3-D mediums of clay,
plaster and stone. During the second nine weeks the instructor and individual students will develop an
individual project. This course will encourage self-discipline, discovery through research, and
investigation of various art mediums as well as provide insight into the responsibilities inherent in art
careers. It will also emphasize greater quality, quantity and craftsmanship in works of art on an
advanced level.

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS  (9-12)
This course is designed to give all students an opportunity to investigate the business field, while
utilizing the computer as a tool in word processing, spreadsheet, Internet, electronic presentation, and
desktop publishing. Students will learn basic principles of communication, transportation, insurance,
economics, personal banking and finance, investment, and wise consumer techniques.

DIGITAL PRESENTATIONS & PUBLICATIONS (9-12)
Students will create, produce, and print professional publications and business communications using
the more advanced features of desktop publishing.  In addition, students will create multimedia
presentations that include video, text, graphics, animation, and sound.

DIGITAL VIDEO & PHOTO EDITING (10-12)
This course will focus on design fundamentals, photo editing, digital video editing, and advanced
research methods utilizing the following applications: ● Adobe Photoshop Elements ● Adobe Premiere
Elements ● Windows Movie Maker ● Word processing and presentation programs ● Google Apps
Students will create a portfolio of their projects and showcase their accomplishments

VIDEO GAME DESIGN (10-12)
Students will use software to learn fundamentals of video game design and basic programming
concepts. Class will be hands-on and project based. By the end of the course, students will be able to
make entertaining animations or exciting video games. Students will learn game-theory reading with
game-building application lessons. It supports cross-curriculum and STEM learning as students use
math and science principles, in addition to language arts, social sciences, and applied technology
knowledge, to develop their own games. No knowledge of programming or game design is needed. The
curriculum is built around the Clickteam Fusion 2.5 game-design engine.
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PERSONAL FINANCE (11-12)
This course offers the student an opportunity to learn how to make appropriate financial decisions. A
number of the topics covered in Business Survey will be reviewed and investigated in much greater
detail. Among the areas to be covered include career exploration, banking services, emphasizing
maintenance of checking/savings accounts, investing/borrowing decisions, and analysis of major
purchase (home/and or automobile) decisions. Income tax form preparation and making appropriate
insurance decisions will also be covered to prepare students for success in our economic world.

It is strongly suggested that any student who is contemplating post-secondary training in any field of
business enroll in an Accounting course.
ACCOUNTING I (11-12)
This course introduces the student to basic accounting principles and how these principles apply to a
proprietorship. Actual practice in handling business transactions, forms, and reports is given through
the use of practice tests.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP (10-12)
Entrepreneurship teaches students about the risks and rewards of starting their own businesses. All
stages of the process are covered, from idea to growth to exit strategies. Economic concepts are
integrated into this course, as well as accounting to reinforce financial topics. Students will utilize data
files to support the business plan project, and have access to a companion website. College and career
standards for reading, writing, speaking, and listening are incorporated in this state of the art course.

MARKETING PRINCIPLES (10-12) Ever wonder why certain products make millions and why others
don’t ever make it to the store shelf? Easy, it’s all about marketing!  This course introduces students to
marketing, covering topics such as selling, promotion, pricing, market research, product
management/branding, channel management, economics, communications and technology. Students
will use innovation skills to generate new ideas for products and services. Students will also use
technology to select target markets, define a business’s mission, and take initial steps in developing a
business plan.

STEM 1&2  (9-12)
In STEM, students will work to foster problem solving, perseverance and creativity. Experiments and
activities will be implemented that allow students to struggle, wonder and, at times, create objects that
solve problems. The activities in which students engage require grit.  The Engineering Design Process is
the driving strategy behind many of the projects students will develop.   
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PODCASTING (9-12)
Students will learn the basics of podcasting. The course will start with evaluating podcasts and exposing
students to the different types of podcasts. They will then learn to choose a topic, plan the story and
brainstorm sounds. Some elements of research will also be included. The new media center has an AV
room that is soundproof with a green screen where students can record

STAGECRAFT (9-12)
Stagecraft is a theatre course designed to keep student involvement in mind. This course will emphasize
all aspects of theatrical production including: play selection, rehearsal schedules, lighting, sound,
special effects, make-up, costuming, set construction, set design, publicity, etc.  This is a “hands-on”
course for students who wish to learn about the “craft” of theatre. Field trips (when possible) will be
available to the student during the semester.

ACTING I (9-12)
This is a theatre course designed to keep students involved. This course will emphasize basic
“beginning” acting skills including: stage direction, body movement, pantomime, voice training,
improvisation, and character acting. Students will have the opportunity to perform excerpts from
monologues, one-act, and full length plays. This is a “hands-on” participation course in which students
learn to interpret and perform literary works. Field trips will be made available (when possible) during
the semester.

YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE (9-12)
Young Adult Literature is a reading elective focused on choice. In this class, students have the power to
set their own reading goals and choose their own reading selections. The course is designed to expose
students to a variety of young adult literature genres and authors. The goal of the course is to instill
life-long reading habits and identities.

CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY (10-12)
Based on the classic anthologies of Edith Hamilton and Thomas Bulfinch, this course is an introduction
to Greek and Roman mythology. Through extensive reading, research, creative projects, tests and
presentations, students will acquire considerable knowledge of mythological characters and stories as
well as being able to distinguish a myth from other literary genre.
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LITERATURE IN FILM (10-12)
The focus in the class is on reading selections that have been converted into critically-acclaimed films.
The class satisfies benchmarks in multiple areas related to reading, writing, and visual literacy.
Students will read several short stories and a novel during the semester. Students will use the stories
and novels to discuss and analyze literary elements. Several literary essays will be expected of students
as well. Film clips will be used to enhance and illustrate a visual understanding of the reading, which
allow for further discussions dealing
with point of view, narrative style, interpretation of theme and symbolism, and other literary elements
as they appear visually in the films based upon the literature. Discussion and activities in the class will
focus on elements of film-making from an academic standpoint rather than a technical one, which will
allow students to participate in activities where they will establish their own visual interpretations of
the reading selections for the class. One of the writing activities for the class, for example, will focus on
creating a screenplay adaptation of a chapter of one of the novels read for class. This class is open to
10-12 graders and does not have a prerequisite; however, students should have an interest in English if
they wish to take the class.

CREATIVE WRITING (10-12)
This class gives students who have a genuine interest in writing the chance to enhance their creative
writing and thinking skills. Information about publishing original works on a national and local level will
be distributed. The class will be a combination writing lab and forum-style class where students will
critique one another’s work openly in class along with teacher guidance to help students improve their
manuscripts and work toward publication. Students will be expected to write a minimum of four short
fiction pieces, four poems, and a critique of one novel read outside of class. Students will develop
creative, evaluation, revision, and editing skills; gain further appreciation of literature, and learn about
writing careers. Work will be submitted for publication and/or the student’s portfolio.

SPORTS IN LITERATURE (10-12)
This is a one semester course that will consist of an examination of sports from several perspectives
through interaction with literature presented by sports columnists, the media, and contemporary
authors. Sports have become an important aspect of American society, so much so that the entire
television networks and media outlets have provided around the clock coverage of them. As a result,
the impact on society as a whole has been great. We will examine this impact through a variety of
modern fiction, non-fiction, poetry, biographies and commentaries. Writing in the course is designed
to be both descriptive and critical so that you can express reactions and thoughts clearly and concisely.
Through the use of sports literature and other media forms, the primary objective is to develop the
ability to express your thoughts and opinions through writing and various forms of communication. By
doing so, you will also have a greater sensitivity to the world of sport and the philosophical and
sociological relationship between the world and contemporary society.
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YEARBOOK (10-12) full year course  (Application)
Yearbook is a study of various forms of print media with the responsibility of publication of the R-Pride
(the school yearbook). This class will be geared toward the layout and design of the book. Students
will learn the skills necessary for publication in computer graphics, layout and design, photography and
limited news reporting. Work in advertising and book sales will also be done and the students will see
how a book is created, published and ultimately distributed. Each successive year will include
instruction in more advanced skills and will allow for individual growth in the area of leadership.
Selection will be made by the course instructor.

21st CENTURY LITERACY (10-12)
A blended learning course teaching research skills for college and careers. This course is aimed at
Juniors and Seniors, but Sophomores with an interest in learning more in-depth research skills who
have the organizational skills and abilities for self-directed learning with support will also find the
course worthwhile. Learning experiences include information retrieval and critical thinking skills that
enable students to acquire, interpret, evaluate, create and communicate information.

INTRO TO SPEECH AND DEBATE(9-12)
Speech is an introduction to public speaking with emphasis on the basic fundamentals necessary to
write and deliver speeches of varied types. Choosing a subject, organizing and outlining, researching,
preparing, and delivering speeches to entertain, inform, stimulate, convince, or persuade will be
emphasized. Proper use of the body and voice, as well as listening exercises is included in the course.

SPANISH I (9-12) full year course
Students in Spanish I are introduced to the basics of the language itself and to Hispanic culture.
Reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills are practiced.  Everyday vocabulary - numbers, colors,
family,
foods, clothing, weather, etc. - is studied.  Communication skills are developed through conversational
practice and pronunciation activities.  Cultural activities are used to promote understanding of the
Hispanic world.

SPANISH II (9-12) full year course
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Spanish 1
Students continue to develop reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills. Learning to communicate
ideas and thoughts in Spanish is emphasized through oral and written activities. Grammar study
continues, especially the use of present, past, and near future verb tenses. Students continue to study
life in Spanish-speaking countries.
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SPANISH III (9-12) full year course
Prerequisite: “C” or better in Spanish II for final grade.
Spanish III students will be given the opportunity to broaden their vocabulary and to further develop
their conversational skills through a variety of handouts and daily activities with the teacher and with
classmates. Selected authentic readings and recordings by Spanish natives will give students the
opportunity to improve their reading, listening, and comprehensive skills.  Students will continue to
study Spanish grammar and will write directed compositions. Students will continue to study about the
customs, history, and culture of Spanish-speaking countries with special emphasis on Spain.

MARCHING BAND Fall Semester (9-12, select 8th graders by teacher evaluation)
This one semester instrumental music course includes both marching and concert experience and is
open to students in grades 9-12. Entrance will be through audition or successful completion of Rossford
eighth grade Band. Course expectations include attendance at scheduled summer and evening
rehearsals and performances.

SYMPHONIC BAND: Spring semester (9-12, select 8th graders by teacher evaluation) (Audition)
Symphonic Band consists of any 8th through 12th grade and experienced musicians. The curriculum
emphasizes developing more advanced techniques of performance and application to concert
literature. This ensemble performs music of a more advanced quality and difficulty equal to the
O.M.E.A. classification of “C” band literature. Several required concert performances are scheduled
throughout the year. Private lessons are STRONGLY encouraged for participation. All students in the
Symphonic Band are also members of the Marching Band during fall semester.

WIND ENSEMBLE: (9-12, select 8th graders by teacher evaluation) (Audition) full year course
Wind Ensemble consists of our strongest and most independent musicians. The curriculum emphasizes
advanced techniques of performance and application to concert literature. This ensemble performs
music of the most advanced quality and difficulty equal to the O.M.E.A. classification of “B or A” band
literature. Several required concert performances are scheduled throughout the year. Private lessons
are STRONGLY encouraged for participation. All students in the Wind Ensemble are also members of
the Marching Band during fall semester.

MIXED GLEE (9-12) full year course
The class performs concerts throughout the school year.

VARSITY CHOIR (9-12) full year course
This is a select choir by audition only and is made up of students in grades 9-12. Music performed is of
a higher level of difficulty than the music in “Mixed Glee.” The class performs concerts throughout the
school year. All members must be auditioned and selected by the director for eligibility.
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MUSIC APPRECIATION (9-12)
This course is a one semester review of music as it affects our lives. Included within this review will be
a general overview of music history, music theory, and composition. No previous musical experience is
necessary.

DIGITAL MUSIC TECHNOLOGY (9-12)
This class is geared toward students with an interest in digital music production and technology. The
curriculum will provide exposure to the nature of musical sound and the relationship between digital
and analog sound processing. Students will receive an introduction to the basics of MIDI, the
fundamental computer music language, as well as learn about various digital tools such as synthesizers,
midi controllers, sequencers, mixers, effects generators, and more. Additionally, students will gain an
understanding of basic music reading, and learn specifics about song form in order to create specific
compositions.

BEGINNING GUITAR (9-12)
This class is geared toward students with little or no guitar experience but an interest in learning this
new skill! The curriculum serves as an introduction to guitar focusing on finger placement, strumming,
rhythms and simple music reading skills. Students learn to care for adn tune their instruments.

MUSICAL THEATER (9-12)
This high school level course is run through the vocal music department and will require singing.
Students will study the history of musicals, perform scenes and monologues from famous musicals and
work together to prepare a musical theater cabaret performance. An end of semester performance
outside of normal school hours is a requirement of the course

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY (10-12)
Prerequisite:  Two semesters of Physical Education.
Students will learn the fundamental skills necessary to improve their health through proper exercise
and nutrition and to develop lifelong healthy habits.  This course is designed to provide students with
basic knowledge of resistance training, proper nutrition, plyometrics, aerobic activity, warm up
activities and stretching.  During the second nine weeks, the students will develop and implement their
own fitness plan.

NUTRITION (9-12)
This semester class teaches student the basics of nutrition. Topics covered include the importance of
nutrition, drinking water and food literacy. This course provides a basic knowledge of a range of topics
including nutrients, fast food, fad diets, food labels, and what a healthy diet consists of. The students
will learn the lifelong benefits of eating the correct foods, leading to both a mentally and physically
healthy life.
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OHIO HISTORY (9-12)
This course will focus on French, British, American and Native American conflict in gaining control of
Ohio. Students will study the movement toward statehood as well as the evolution of the political,
economical, and cultural life from a rural setting to industrialization and urbanization. The course will
cover the issues that have affected Ohio in the 20th century and the impact they will have on the
future. The students will also examine Ohio’s geographical location and the impact it has had on
its development. There will be an emphasis on the role Ohio has played in our development as a
nation.

AMERICAN SOCIAL PROBLEMS (10-12)
This course will offer an in-depth study of current American social problems. Such topics as the
pollution crisis, civil rights, crime, drugs, minority groups, poverty, and women’s rights will be
emphasized. Cooperative learning, reports, class participation, and various speakers will be the main
activities

WORLD GEOGRAPHY (10-12) full year course
Geography is the study of our physical environment and its impact upon our history and lifestyles. By
studying the geography of the earth and its regions, the students of this course will better understand
the nature of the world and events that take place. The first semester will introduce students to the
themes of geography; location, place, movement, human environment interaction, and regions.
Students will also concentrate on the United States, both   physically and culturally.    The second
semester will introduce students to other countries and cultures   worldwide.   Students will   complete
and   present a project highlighting a particular country of their choosing.

SPORTS IN AMERICAN HISTORY AND CULTURE – (10-12) OFFERED EVERY OTHER YEAR
This course examines the role sports has played in American culture from early America to the present.
Topics include the rise of various sports like baseball, boxing and football, the advent of professional
sports, sports and social class, sports and gender, sports and race, including the desegregation of
sports, changing concepts of fitness, doping scandals, fandom and the business of sports, and
international sports and diplomacy.

THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION-(10-12) OFFERED EVERY OTHER YEAR
The causes, course, campaigns, and consequences of the American Civil War, 1861-1865, will be
explored. The course will examine the major political, economical, social, and intellectual impacts of
the war on the United States.
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WORLD WAR II AND ITS AFTERMATH -(10-12)OFFERED EVERY OTHER YEAR
This course covers the causes, course, military campaigns, and consequences of World War II,
1930-1945.  The course will examine the major political, economic, and social impacts of the war on
the United States.

THE 60’s – TURBULENT TIME OF CHANGE IN AMERICA -(10-12) OFFERED EVERY OTHER YEAR
This is a semester course that takes a detailed look at the era of social, political, and demographic
change that still impacts American culture today. This class will specifically target the Vietnam War, the
rise of the civil rights movement, E.R.A., changes in politics, music and the economy.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE full year course
This course is inquiry-based.  Students ask valid scientific questions and gather and analyze information.
This science course deals with the impact that humans have on the environment.  It has an ecology
background, and is laboratory-based. Students will be required to do field studies and data gathering
outside of school. Areas to be covered include the earth, nature of science, ecological interactions,
biomes, energy resources, land and water resources, and recycling studies.  Students will study the
impact they have on the environment and make changes and suggestions toward a more positive
outcome. Forestry as well as animal and plant populations will also be covered. This is an enjoyable
class but requires basic biological knowledge.

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY-HONORS full year course
Prerequisite: “B” in Biology, “B” in Chemistry, and teacher recommendation.
This course is inquiry-based. Students ask valid scientific questions and gather and analyze information.
This course provides an intensive study of the physiology and anatomy of the human body. Every major
system of the body is covered. Laboratory dissection of specimens is used to reinforce learning. This is
a college preparatory course and is especially recommended for students interested in medically
related fields.

AQUATIC BIOLOGY full year course
This course is inquiry-based.  Students ask valid scientific questions and gather and analyze information.
Students will explore the world of aquatic biology. The course will examine the biotic and abiotic factors
dealing with freshwater ecosystems throughout the world. Rivers, lakes, ponds and wetlands will be
studied. Students taking this course will be expected to conduct extensive field work studying local
aquatic ecosystems. Successful completion of Biology required

MARINE BIOLOGY full year course
This course is inquiry-based.  Students ask valid scientific questions and gather and analyze information.
Students will examine all aspects of marine biology. The course will study the physical, chemical, and
biological aspects of the worlds’ oceans. Students will also examine how humans are affecting the
marine ecosystems of the world. Successful completion of Biology required.
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GENERAL CHEMISTRY full year course
Prerequisite: 1 science credit and "C" or better in Algebra I. Completion of Biology
This course is inquiry-based.  Students ask valid scientific questions and gather and analyze information.
This is an interesting study of chemical phenomena and the causes of reactions. Fifty percent of class
time is spent in laboratory work. Chemistry related to everyday life is stressed. Students learn the view
point and the techniques of a chemist and how chemistry can help one in understanding the world.
Logic skills are developed through problem solving. Topics such as environmental and organic chemistry
are covered as well as the analysis of many household materials. The course is modern, relevant,
flexible, and fun.

CHEMISTRY II-HONORS
Prerequisites: “B” or better in Chemistry I Honors, or by recommendation of General Chemistry
teacher, plus two units of college prep math and presently enrolled in a math course. Enrollment is not
guaranteed due to minimum enrollment criteria. This course is inquiry-based.  Students ask valid
scientific questions and gather and analyze information. This Chemistry course includes a thorough
review of Chemistry I theory and involves an extension of this theory to normal college level work in
the classroom and laboratory.  Some time is devoted to the operation of various instruments of
analysis, such as PH meter, colorimeter, spectrometer, and the analytical balance. Emphasis is placed on
analysis of mixtures and common consumer products. This course prepares students for college level
work in the sciences and the A test in Chemistry.

PHYSICS Prerequistes: Algebra I and two years of science. full year course
This course is inquiry-based. Students ask valid scientific questions and gather and analyze information.
This course is concept oriented, not heavily math-oriented. The course emphasizes how Physics relates
to our daily lives and how important and useful Physics can be to everyone. Students learn how to work
with equipment and perform many experiments involving energy and matter.  Various toys are studied
for their physical concepts as well as lasers to highlight the study of light. The computer and graphing
calculators are occasionally used in laboratory experiments and in learning concepts from the text.

PHYSICS-HONORS full year course
Prerequisite: “B” in Algebra II and two years of science.
This course is inquiry-based. Students ask valid scientific questions and gather and analyze information.
This course offers a comprehensive quantitative study of matter and energy. The course includes the
study of mechanics, heat, light, and sound. Much of the course is based on laboratory work.
Experiments with the laser present great interest for students. This is a necessary course for all
students planning careers in medicine, Engineering, Pharmacy, Veterinary medicine, and other scientific
careers. The computer and graphing calculators will occasionally be used in laboratory experiments and
in learning concepts from the text. Physics will be shown to be important in the study of all sciences.
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FORENSIC SCIENCE I
Prerequisites: successful completion of Algebra I & Chemistry
This course is inquiry-based. Students ask valid scientific questions and gather and analyze information.
This is an introduction of Forensic Science presented in a single semester. Topics covered include actual
cases that enable students to see the role of Forensic Science in criminal investigations. This course
provides students with an introduction to forensic analysis and the proper procedures for collection
and preservation of evidence at crime scenes. It also introduces students to the role of the probability
in interpreting evidential significance of scientifically gathered evidence.

CCP COURSES OFFERED AT RHS – STUDENTS MUST APPLY TO THE UNIVERSITY AND MEET ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS-

SEE YOUR COUNSELOR

ENGL 1110  Composition 1 Hodge- 3  UT  credits
Course Description: We will spend the semester engaging in multiple writing tasks associated with our
lives in various communities. Our focus will be on responding effectively to texts that we read,
situations that we encounter, and ongoing public arguments. We will also participate in fulfilling the
mission of a major research university—contributing new knowledge that our democracy can use to
better the lives of its citizens.

ENGL 1130  Composition 2 Hodge- 3 UT  credits

In Academic Discourses and Disciplines, we study the written practices of various professions and
disciplines to see how those discourse communities construct the problems and objects they study,
how those written practices then produce consensus among members of that community, and allow
that group to make claims to knowledge. Assignments are likely to include examinations of how
discourse communities use varying writing strategies to produce different kinds of agreements and
understandings, learning to work within those disciplines as ways of understanding the world.

CLW105 Climate & Weather Demko- 3 Owens  credits
Introduces the study of climates, seasonal changes, weather and its prediction. Students should have
completed Biology and Chemistry in addition to application/testing requirements

MATH 141 Calculus I Schlatter- 4 U of Findlay credits
This course is an introduction to a graphical, numerical, and symbolic approach to differential and
integral calculus of one variable. Topics cover the rate of change of a function, limits, continuity, rules of
differentiation, and definite and indefinite integrals. Applications to the study of motion, optimization,
and related concepts in other areas of the natural and social sciences are included. A graphing
calculator is required. Placement test required
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CCP COURSES OFFERED AT RHS Continued…..

IST 131 - Computer Concepts and Apps Fellman -3 Owens credits
Designed to provide an intermediate understanding of today's standard business applications and
introduces computer concepts and their use in professional settings. Covers ethics, social media, file
organization, word processing, spreadsheets, presentation graphics, introduces database concepts, and
Internet use. Hands-on experience will be provided on networked computers, or online, in the
Windows environment (no MACs) using the Microsoft Office Suite including Word, Excel, Access and
Power Point.

Marketing Management I and DECA Grades 11-12 Smith-Nissen – 6 Owens Credits
For students who are taking Marketing for the first time Full year course/1 Period
Prereq:  Application required When you shop on-line, you are reading product information written by
a marketing specialist.  Every time a new product is introduced, market researchers helped to develop
it.  No new business, idea, or invention will ever progress unless marketing makes it happen!  This
course will introduce the student to the world of marketing. Through classroom instruction, virtual
business simulations, participation in DECA activities, and current events studies, students learn about
the functions of marketing, management, business, economics, communications, and employability.
If you are considering on majoring in business or marketing in college, want to make yourself stand out
in today’s competitive job market, have dreams of owning your own business one day, or are
passionate about participating in DECA competitions, conferences, and business partnerships, consider
Marketing Management.  Students will earn Owens Community College credit in BUS 101 and BUS 102.

Marketing Management II and DECA Grade 12 Smith-Nissen –6-12 Owens Credits
Open to Grade 12 Students who took Marketing I as Juniors Full year courses/2 Periods
This course is offered to SENIORS ONLY and will provide you with a more in-depth and
application-based study of marketing including marketing strategy planning, marketing
communications/advertising, marketing research, motivational and psychology theories, branding
techniques, product management, personal selling, pricing, channel management, and
entrepreneurship.     Potential career paths for this class could include, but are not limited to,
accounting/finance,
advertising/public relations, business administration, human resource management, international
business, entrepreneurship, fashion merchandising, hotel/resort management, sales/marketing, sports
marketing management, and travel/tourism marketing.  Students will earn credit through Owens
Community College for BUS 101, BUS 102, MKT 101, and MKT 125.
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CCP COURSES OFFERED AT RHS Continued…..

SPAN 2140 (2150) Roberts- 3-6 UT Credits
Successful completion of Spanish 3 required or instructor approval
Intermediate-level review and development of aural comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing
skills. Topics in the cultures of the Spanish-speaking world. Lab practice required. Prerequisite: SPAN
1120, 1500 or satisfactory score on placement test.

HIS 201- AMER HIST Begin-1877 Rinehart- 3 Owens credits

Studies the emergence and development of the United States, from the earliest settlement to the end
of the Reconstruction. Emphasizes key individuals, groups, and social forces that determined the
political order, economic structure, and culture of the period. Students must meet Owens eligibility
requirements for this course
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